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Keep turning as the class made kaleidoscopes 
show us a rare glimpse of the full colour 
spectrum. This tricky task became a valuable  
fine motor skills lesson and it took a lot of 
concentration and co-ordination to complete the 
task. Chopping different textured vegetables to 
make a yummy pizza was a very popular class 
too. Maybe it was the fact they would soon be 
munching it at home!                                        
An Italian map got the Creative English 
makeover as we pieced it together in unique 
fashion using pasta shapes to give in a real 
"Italiano" flair.

Dogs have been helping us to learn the sound "r" in 
phonics. The dogs chased the rabbits around but those 
big-legged rabbits were too quick. We practiced for the 
Masquerade party by making our r-abbit masks which 
looked really nice.To reinforce the "r" sound, we also 
made rockets that required pair work to zoom into 
another galaxy. A little tricky but when it worked, my 
gosh was everyone happy! 
We tried our sense of touch as we discovered what was 
under each piece of fabric. Rough, sticky, smooth, soft, 
rough - we tried many. Alongside this the smelling 
class had some faces in suspended anticipation before 
either relief, joy or utter disgust as we tried out some 
different odours. Everyone was very brave and we all 
had really good fun.

Academics

Exploring different kinds of 
pasta, making an Italian map. 
EXCELLENTE!!!!

Some highlights of the week

Reminders
Next week is the Masquerade ball. Don`t forget to 

use lots of different materials to make a truly unique  
mask to hide your identity.

C

Whats that smell? See for 
yourself as we try out our sense 
of smell to pick up some nice, 
and some not so nice odours.

What could it be? Put your hand 
under and touch it. It might be a 
slug…….






